Engadget General Logo Reproduction Guidelines

This guide illustrates the minimum basic requirements and restrictions involved in the reproduction of the Engadget logotype and its corresponding identity elements. It applies to all outward facing communications and branding as used by partners and entities who have been given permission to use these assets. It does not reflect certain liberties and affordances by the brand owner and thus, partners may not deviate from the guidelines provided here without preapproval from the brand owner.

Deviations and exceptions can be facilitated by sending inquiries/examples to erik.sagen@engadget.com or jose.delcorral@engadget.com. Live examples of Engadget brand elements can be seen on engadget.com

REPRODUCTION IN PRINT
For print reproduction, partners should use the supplied vector-based artwork. The Engadget logotype must be reproduced at a minimum of 1.6 inches wide in print.

REPRODUCTION IN ONLINE + BROADCAST
For online and broadcast reproduction, partners should use the supplied RGB vector-based artwork. For online use the Engadget logotype cannot be reproduced any smaller than 170 pixels wide. For Broadcast use, the logotype must never be used on a photo, illustration or background that would obscure legibility or the users ability to delineate that the identity being represented onscreen is Engadget.

LOGOTYPE DISTORTION
The Engadget logotype may not be distorted in any way. Exceptions to this rule may be allowed for mobile app and mobile web use withing the constraints of the OS and only with prior approval from Engadget.

TYPOGRAPHY
The Engadget identity exists as a custom logotype and should never be approximated by retyping the identity’s text component. In situations where headline and/body copy use is necessary, the approved font for reproducing Engadget editorial content accurately is Guardian TextSans. For alignment, the Engadget logo is always optically centered based on the midpoint of the logotype.

COLOR BREAKS

WHEN REPRODUCED ON WHITE BG
HEX: #000000
R: 00  G: 00  B: 00
PMS: Black

WHEN REPRODUCED ON DARK/BLACK BG
HEX: #ffffff
R: 255  G: 255  B: 255
PMS: None

MINIMUM AREA OF ISOLATION
Base unit of measure is calculated using the E within the Engadget logo and is used to determine an equal and appropriate amount of spacing around the logotype.

VARIATIONS USING BRAND

1 COLOR, KO / REVERSAL OUT OF 100% BLACK

1 COLOR, KO / REVERSAL OUT OF 100% COLOR F

Preferred Icon/Favicon
Icon/Favicon for use on white bg
Icon/Favicon for use on colored bg